Moral Equivalence? You’ve Got to Be Joking Mate!
By Professor Alex de Ruyter

As the fighting continues to rage in the Ukraine – a war in which the estimates of those killed already
range in the thousands (with at least 900 Ukrainian civilians as at March 20th[1] and 2,000 – 4,000
Ukrainian soldiers[2]; and from 3,000 to over 10,000 Russian soldiers, depending on estimates[3]),
Boris Johnson saw fit to compare Ukraine’s struggle to Brexit:

“I know that it’s the instinct of the people of this country, like the people of Ukraine, to choose
freedom, every time. When the British people voted for Brexit in such large numbers, I don’t believe
it was because they were hostile to foreigners. It’s because they wanted to be free to do things
differently and for this country to be able to run itself.”

So said our Prime Minister to an audience at the Conservative spring conference over the
weekend.[4] There are many levels at which one can dissect this statement in terms of its factual
accuracy (not least the fact that Ukraine desires to join the EU), but the galling notion that there is
some kind of moral equivalence between the UK leaving the EU and a sovereign state fighting for its
survival against a repugnant authoritarian regime is one I find utterly repulsive.

Donald Tusk said it well when he remarked “Boris Johnson likens Ukrainians fight to British People
voting for Brexit. I can still remember the enthusiasm of Putin and Trump after the referendum.
Boris, your words offend Ukrainians, the British and common sense”.[5]

And this is the individual who is Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. I have to keep telling myself
this every time he utters some cringeworthy comment. And unlike in a bad dream, there is no way I
can pinch myself to wake up from this moment. Whilst Johnson’s proclivities for outrageous remarks
have a long extant track record, one can only but help think that Putin has inadvertently saved Prime
Minister Feelgood’s skin – for now.

Although, it has been claimed that Russian interference (via social media for example) during the
Brexit referendum, helped deliver the Leave victory[6] that ultimately propelled Johnson to power.
And as Tusk’s remarks above allude to, the only person to have done more to aid Putin’s agenda to
undermine “the West” by sowing discord between the UK, EU and US than Boris Johnson, was
Donald Trump.

I could also throw in Z-minus-grade celebrity wannabe and refugee-basher Nigel Farage for good
measure, who until recently was uttering remarks claiming that the Russian invasion of Ukraine was
somehow the fault of the US and EU[7], except that Johnson and Trump do or have held high office,
whilst Farage has not (and most likely never will).

How such people have proven themselves to be useful idiots on the pathway to what will have been
the most destructive conflict in Europe since the Second World War – and a conflict which still has
the potential to escalate to a direct NATO-Russia confrontation. For Johnson to utter anything that
somehow equates the Ukraine conflict with Brexit, then, deserves to treated with nothing but
derision.

Meanwhile, behold the spectacle yesterday of two of Johnson’s most senior Cabinet ministers, the
Home Secretary, Priti Patel, and Defence Secretary Ben Wallace nonetheless, seemingly duped by
Russian state operatives into thinking that they were having a phone call with the Ukrainian Prime
Minister, Denys Shmyhal.[8] One can only hope that a cross-Whitehall review will indeed result in
more effective security procedures.

As this Government’s ineptitude and proclivity for attaining new lows continues unabated, it will be
interesting to see whether the Conservative Party’s current recovery in the polls (only 4% behind
Labour as at March 17th according to Politico[9]) will subside once the unfolding tragedy in Ukraine
ceases to provide a political shield for the Prime Minister.

For the London Metropolitan Police enquiry into Johnson and his entourage’s conduct during
“Partygate” in seeming violations of his own lockdown protocols, is continuing. More than 80
questionnaires from the Met have been received by Downing Street officials, aides and politicians as
at March 9th.[10]

It remains to be seen whether any prosecutions arise out of this inquiry, but if that doesn’t damage
the Government (and I think that prospect unlikely) the cost of living crisis – now severely
exacerbated by Putin’s war of aggression – will. And it will be in this context that Johnson will face
his first significant electoral test since 2019, with the local elections due in May; one for which the
Prime Minister and his party could well pay the price.
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